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Abstract: As a part of the Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) project with 4300 a.s.l
at Yunnan province, China, a telescopes tower array using fluorescent light detection technique can be re-
arranged in order to detect the cosmic rays in the energy range 1017−1018 eV. The performance, including the
configuration optimization, aperture and event rate, as well as the hybrid composition study of such array will be
presented in this paper.
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1 Introduction
All-particle spectrum of cosmic ray (CR) roughly follows
a power law, i.e. dN/dE ∝ Eγ . The index γ is not all
the same in different energy regions. It reveals different
features [1]. One important feature is the knee at E =
(3.2±1.2)×1015eV , which the spectrum index γ changes
from γ = −2.7 in low energy region to γ = −3.1. The
second important feature is the second knee around E =
4.0×1017eV , where spectrum index changes to γ = −3.3
abruptly. Another important feature is ankle at about E =
4.0×1018eV , where the spectrum seems become flat with
γ = −2.7 again. The other important feature is Greisen-
Zatsepin-Kuzmin suppression (called the GZK cutoff) [2]
above about 6.0× 1019eV , which is observed for the first
time by the HiRes experiment [3].

Measuring these structures precisely will improve un-
derstanding about origin and propagation of CRs. Howev-
er, because the dynamic range of any one single experi-
ment is limited and has its own energy scale and uncertain-
ty, the observed results are not consistent with each others.

To measure the primary composition of CRs, one of
methods is to measure the shower Xmax in average. As a
function of energy, there is 100g/cm2 difference between
proton and iron. The status is summarized in [5]. In com-
position observation, different experiments have their own
systematic uncertainty because they use different tech-
niques, which yield the inconsistency among the results, e-
specially in the region of E < 1016eV . Therefore, to under-
stand the CRs energy spectrum structures and composition
accurately, it is ideal to have experiments being carried out
at same place with sufficient overlaps between them. Thus
fulfil a complete and self-consistent observation over the
whole energy range from 1014eV to 1018eV .

The LHAASO project is designed to approach these
goals. One of the physical objects of LHAASO is to ob-
serve CRs spectrum and composition from 5.0× 1013eV
to 1.0× 1018eV , covering both knees [8]. This will build
a bridge between space/balloon borne measurements and
ground based (low altitude) measurements. One of the ma-
jor components of LHAASO array, KM2A, will cover the
energy range from 5.0× 1013eV to 1.0× 1017eV . The L-
HAASO fluorescence telescope tower array will observe
CRs in the energy range from 6×1016eV to 1.0×1018eV .

The overlap can apply a role of propagating the energy s-
cales at lower energies to higher energies. The focus of
this paper is to estimate the performance of LHAASO flu-
orescence telescope tower array for the measurement of
spectrum and composition around second knee. Section
2 describes the detector feature and telescope array con-
figuration. Section 3 will give introduction about simula-
tion chain in details. The simulation results about aperture,
even rate and performance of composition study and dis-
cussion are presented in Section 4. Section 5 is a summary.

2 Detectors
The proposed LHAASO fluorescence detector array is
composed of 24 telescopes, located at three vertices of a
triangle, which has a base line of 10 km and a height of 5
km. Three sites are denoted as FD1, FD2 and FD3, respec-
tively. The FD1 is configured as a 4× 4 array (named as
tower array), covering a range of 64◦ in azimuth and 56◦
in elevation starting from 3◦. FD2 and FD3 are located at
the bottom vertices (named as side array), which are con-
figured by a 2×2 array, covering a range of 32◦ in azimuth
and 28◦ in elevation starting from 3◦. A 5.0m2 light col-
lecting mirror with a reflectivity of 82% is used for each
telescope. A focal plane camera is made of 16×16 pixel-
s. Each pixel is a 40 mm hexagonal photomultiplier tube
(PMT) that has about a 1◦×1◦ field of view (FOV). Each
tube is read out by a 50 MHz flash ADC electronics system
to measure the waveform of the shower signals. A pulse
finding algorithm is developed for providing an individual
channel trigger using a field programmable gate array (FP-
GA). Three levels trigger are required for each event. The
first level trigger is set by requiring the signal-noise ratio
to be greater than 3.5σ for tower array and 3.0σ for side
array, where σ is the standard deviation of the total photo-
electron noise within a running window of 320 ns. The sec-
ond level trigger is using adjacent triggered tubes within a
6×6 box running over a telescope camera to form pattern
recognition. The second level trigger is referred to as the
telescope trigger. The patterns are ”Track-type” pattern re-
quires at least six triggered pixels forming a straight line.
The third trigger is event trigger which requires both tow-
er detector and one side detector trigger. The detailed de-
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scription about the telescope can be found in [9] and refer-
ence therein.

3 Monte Carlo simulation
To study the performance of telescope array, a full Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation is carried out, starting from cosmic
ray air shower production with CORSIKA (version 6.990)
[6]. To study the uncertainty due to different hadron inter-
action models, both EPOS and QGSJET II-03 were used
for both proton and iron primaries. The observation level
are fixed at 4300 m following the location of LHAASO site
of Shangri-la, Yunnan, China. The primary energies are s-
elected from 50 PeV to 5 EeV and zenith angle are ranged
from 30◦ to 60◦ with uniformly distribution of azimuth an-
gle between−180◦ and 180◦. Details of MC data statistics
can be seen in Table 1.

P Fe event rate
QGSJET 146325 67200 22293
EPOS 189110 55820 22372

Table 1: Statistics of air showers generated for this work.
Event rate are the showers detected per year with E >
1017 eV after event cut.

Charged particles are collected in every 5 m step
for each shower and such a longitudinal developmen-
t curve is thrown into a accurate simulation procedure.
The procedure includes all details of photon (Fluores-
cence/Cherenkov photons) generation and propagation,
ray trace, and electronics as well as three trigger levels.
More details can be seen in [10] and reference therein. fig-
ure 1 shows the development curve of all photons in FOV
of tower array and figure 2 gives a typical example of trig-
gered event.
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Fig. 1: Profiles of all photons along with the shower
longitudinal development that produced by a shower in
simulation. The solid curve represents the sum of al-
l photons. The short-dash-doted curve represents fluores-
cence photons. The long-dash-dotted curve represents di-
rect Cherenkov components. The dashed curve represents
Cherenkov photons scattered by aerosols. The lowest dot-
ted curve represents Cherenkov photons scattered by at-
mospheric molecules (Rayleigh scattering). The range be-
tween two vertical lines is covered by FD1.
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Fig. 2: A typical air shower seen by the LHAASO flu-
orescence detectors. Each square marked with a number
shows the FOV of each telescope. Circles represent trig-
gered tubes and the size of each circle is proportional to
logarithm of the number of photons. The solid line repre-
sents a plane containing shower axis and the detector. En-
ergy (in PeV), zenith and azimuth angle (in degree) are dis-
played.

4 Simulation results
Using the simulation procedure and the detector config-
uration described above, the detector aperture and even-
t rate are estimated. The performance of composition mea-
surement through Xmax parameters is presented. Uncertain-
ties in composition measurement initiated by event cut and
hadronic models are also studied.

4.1 Event selection
To maintain the resolution of shower reconstruction, fol-
lowing event cuts are carried out on triggered events.

• Edge event

It can be noticed in figure 2 that once a shower falls into
the edge aero of the tower array, very biased measurement
will be caused. Thus two cuts are performed to extract such
events. Firstly, if the signals of 80% in a event totally falls
into one corner telescope of tower array, such corner event
is cut. Secondly, once the space angle between event center
weighted by tube signal amplitude and four vertical edge
of tower array is less than 3◦, such an event is also cut.

• Cherenkov dominant event

The reconstruction resolution for Xmax and energy et al.
will be very poor while a measured event is dominant by
Cherenkov signals. To ensure the event quality, such event
should be cut. AS shown in figure 3, if the viewing angle is
less than 25◦ or greater than 120◦, Cherenkov signals in a
PMT will dominant the tube signals with amplitude greater
than 20%. Such fired PMTs should be extracted, then the
track length of event being required greater than 10◦ to cut
the Cherenkov events.

• Location of Xmax

As indicated in figure 1, except for above cuts, the location
of Xmax falling into the FOV region of tower array is a vital
factor for the precious reconstruction of Xmax. For each
detected shower, depth at intersection between shower axis
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Fig. 3: The fraction of Cherenkov components as a func-
tion of viewing angle along the track at different energies.

and the sides of FOV for tower array can be calculated
according to its geometry (named as Xtop and Xbot), only
the events being have Xtop < Xmax < Xbot will be kept to do
the further study.

4.2 Detector aperture and event rate
After optimization of detector configuration, including the
optimization of FOV range for both sites and the relative
location, two candidate setups, which denoted as 555 and
554, are employed to estimate the detector aperture and
event rate. Setup 555 is described in section 2, while setup
554 has the difference of triangle height by 4 km.

Detector apertures under two configuration with and
without event cut are presented in figure 4. Event rates are
also shown in figure 5 with duty cycle of 10%. The results
indicate that 555 setup have greater aperture (so as event
rate) and less event loss through event cuts.
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Fig. 4: Aperture calculated by showers generated with
QGSJET model for 554 (triangles) and 555 (pentagram)
setups before (open points) and after (solid points) event s-
election.

Xmax bias induced by detector trigger and event selec-
tion will have strong affection on the composition discrim-
ination. As shown in figure 6, 555 setup have less Xmax de-
tected bias (< 10 g/cm2) than 554 configuration.

Showers have further distances with 555 setup than with
554 setup as shown in figure 7. Thus 555 setup will col-
lect slightly less signals then 554 setup in average, which
shown in figure 8. However, such slightly difference will
not have effection on event reconstruction. Based on above
comparison, 555 configuration will be as final decision for
detector setup.
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Fig. 5: Event rates calculated by showers generated with
QGSJET model for 554 (triangles) and 555 (pentagram)
setups after event selection.
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Fig. 6: Average Xmax difference of QGSJET showers for
554 (crosses) and 555 (triangles) setups.
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Fig. 7: Rp distribution of QGSJET triggered showers for
554 (solid curve) and 555 (dashed curve) setups.
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Fig. 8: Average number of photons collected by tubes in
QGSJET showers for 554 (open triangles) and 555 (solid
circles) setups.
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4.3 Composition study
Xmax distribution, Elongation Rate (ER) measured by fluo-
rescence telescopes and muon distribution supplied by K-
M2A array are helpful parameters to do composition s-
tudy in LHAASO. Here, detected bias of Xmax, ER, num-
ber of muon (Nµ ) are studied. Uncertainty on ER induced
by models is also shown.
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Fig. 9: Top: Average Xmax distribution as a function of lgE
for proton and iron showers generated by QGSJET (solid
points) and EPOS (open points) models. Points are for
the showers after trigger and event selection. Lines are
for primary showers for QGSJET (green lines) and EPOS
(red lines) models. Bottom: The difference of average Xmax
between trigged and primary events.

The average Xmax distributions are shown in top panel
of figure 9, which indicates that the values with detected
effect (trigger and event selection) are close to the ones of
primary showers, which have no any detected effect. The
details of difference are shown in bottom panel of figure
9, which shown that the detected bias of < Xmax > are less
than 10 g/cm2 both for proton and iron showers generated
with QGSJET and EPOS models.

EPOS + P EPOS + Fe QGS + P QGS + Fe
ER1 52.9±1.4 62.2±1.0 44.5±1.7 57.3±1.0
ER2 50.7±1.4 61.9±1.1 44.2±1.6 57.1±1.2

Table 2: ER for proton and iron showers generated by
EPOS and QGSJET II models, respectively. ER1 represent
the ER of primary showers. ER2 are the ER of showers
after trigger and event selection.

ER of < Xmax > is a key parameter for composition
discrimination in telescope experiment. Table 2 present
the ERs with (ER1) and without (ER2) detected effect.
It is indicated that the ERs for showers produced with
EPOS model are great than QGSJET model. The ER only
have slightly differences due to detected effect. And the
differences for showers generated with QGSJET model
(< 0.5 g/cm2) are less than EPOS model (< 2.0 g/cm2).

Nµ produced in air shower is another sensitive param-
eter in composition discrimination. Top panel of figure
10 shows the Nµ distribution as a function of lgE both
with (dots) and without (lines) detected effect. The detail

of detected bias are presented in bottom panel of figure
10, which indicates that there are only small detector bias
(< 20%) both for two primaries (P, He) generated with t-
wo models (QGSJET, EPOS).
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Fig. 10: Top: Average Nµ distribution as a function of lgE
for proton and iron showers generated by QGSJET (solid
points) and EPOS (open points) models. Points are for
the showers after trigger and event selection. Lines are for
primary showers for QGSJET (green lines) and EPOS (red
lines) models. Bottom: The ratio of average Nµ of trigged
events to primary ones.

5 Summary
Based on the simulation tools, the performance of LHAA-
SO telescope array at Shangri-la, Yunnan, China, is stud-
ied. The detector array configuration optimization is ac-
complished. Detector aperture and event rate under two op-
timized configurations are estimated. 555 setup will be as
the final decision. To maintain data reconstruction quali-
ty, some cut condition for detected showers are used. More
than 22.2 k events are left after all cuts. Xmax and Nµ distri-
bution as a function of energy, and ER are displayed. There
are only small detected bias even with detected effect.
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